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Ed Gilman’s Online Class
https://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/instructional-videos.shtml

Suggest Viewing:

Module 1, parts 2,3,4

Module 2, part 1, maybe 2

Module 3, parts 1,2,3

Module 10, parts 1,2,4,5



What We Will Cover: Tree Pruning Concepts, 
Techniques and Tools

 Basic tree pruning concepts

 Where, when and what to prune

 How a tree works (to minimize impact when 
making cuts)

 Types of pruning cuts 

 Tools, tool maintenance and safety



Targets for this 
session: young or 
small landscape 
trees



Young Landscape Trees

 Yard, park, or open space trees

 Mostly with hand tools

 From the ground vs. climbing, using ladders,  
climbing gear or bucket trucks

 Young trees (easy to reach); best time to shape 
them; goal is to avoid serious problems later



Landscape Trees are Forest Trees Planted in the Open
Not Where They Are Used to Growing



White Oak 
in the Forest



White Oak in the Landscape



Forest Trees

 Competition creates good structure

 Lots of trees nearby – no room to spread

 Low light below canopy suppresses large lower limbs

 Most trees develop single stems and narrow crowns

 First branches high up – 1/2 to 2/3 of the way to top

 Structurally sound arrangement for survival

 Forest trees self-prune



Landscape Trees
 Crown usually has full sun, 360 degrees

 Broader, more complex crown 

 Lateral branches start low and grow large

 A lot of mechanical stress where they attach

 Limbs develop in close proximity

 Multiple stems (leaders) can develop

 These factors can lead to branch failure

 Have to be pruned to succeed (they don’t self-prune)



Pruning Young Landscape Trees

 Many structural defects that develop in older trees can 
be prevented by pruning when the tree is in its early 
developmental years

 Costly to prune mature trees – need a pro

 Sapwood (young wood) responds better to pruning than 
heartwood (old wood)

 Require smaller cuts resulting in less decay entering tree

 Easier to reach – you can do it vs. hiring pros with 
equipment 



What We Won’t Be Covering 

 Shrubs or hedge pruning

 Topiary

 Mature (big) trees
–Hire an arborist

– International Society of Arboriculture

–https://www.treesaregood.org/findanarbo
rist

 Fruit trees for production





Hedges Typically Pruned Incorrectly

naturehills.com

Upper branches shade out 
lower ones, causing  gaps

Bottom and top exposed 
to sun for even growth



Or Try This . . .

pinterest



Topiary

Quipster-WordPress



Mature Tree Pruning

arborfieldtreecare.co.uk



Pruning Fruit Trees 
For Production



What is Pruning?

 Selective removal of specific plant parts:

– Branches or branch parts

– Adventitious growth (suckers, watersprouts)

– Problem roots (circling and girdling roots)



Why Prune?

 Health of the tree - establish good branch structure 
for the long term and help them withstand  
wind/snow/ice-related damage

 Safety - remove hazards 

 Aesthetics - improve appearance or view

 Clearance - prevent branches being damaged
- prevent branches from causing damage

 Goal - create good structure for a long healthy life



Mainly Prune Deciduous Trees

 Conifers usually:
– Need less pruning
– Have good branch structure
– Don’t go dormant (often best time to prune)
– Store food in their branches
– Don’t respond well to pruning

 Prune conifers for health, safety or codominant leads



Pruning Starts at Tree Selection

 Reduce need for pruning by choosing well at purchase

 Select tree size and shape to match your site when the tree 
is mature

 Single trunk/leader

– Most efficient structure for most trees to survive

– Exceptions – multi-trunk trees such as crepe myrtle, river 
birch, redbud, dogwood, basswood, serviceberry

– Learn how to identify tree species so you can look up 
proper structure

 Small diameter branches (well under half diameter of trunk)

 Main branches spaced well apart



Pruning 
Nightmare!

leave this one 
at the nursery



Choose 
this one

University of Georgia Center for Urban Agriculture



When to Prune/Not Prune

 Two different schools of thought:

–When the saw is sharp

– Species-specific (see chart)

 Light pruning (<15%) any time

 Ideally, not more than 20-25% at one time

Not:

–When it’s very cold <25°

–When leafing out/flowering

–When the tree is stressed



Put in image of Vtech pruning charthttps://pubs.ext.vt.edu/
430/430-460/430-
460_pdf.pdf 



Pruning in Winter

Some advantages:

Deciduous trees are dormant
–Pruning less likely to spur adventitious growth

 Easier to see branch structure

Decay-causing or damaging entities less active 
– bacteria, fungi, insects

 Snow and ice damage needs to be addressed 
right away



At Planting: 
To Prune or Not to Prune

 Prune as little as possible, if at all – planting is traumatic 
enough

–Dead or damaged branches
–Maybe codominant leaders and clusters

 Don’t take much off – needs all its branches to get 
established and survive

 Ideally, hold pruning until two to three years after planting, 
then every two or three years until about 15 years



Two Main Types of Pruning Cuts

 Removal: 

– Removes entire branch where it attaches to the 
parent branch/trunk (whatever it’s growing from)

– Taking a smaller branch off a larger branch or trunk

 Reduction: 

– Removes only part of the branch 

– Taking part of a larger branch back to a smaller one

– Cut back to a lateral branch at least 1/3 the size of 
the parent branch or trunk or it may die



Removal and Reduction

Removal:
Cutting smaller back to larger

Reduction:
Cutting larger back to smaller



Two Types of Damage

Splitting Breaking



What You Want to See

 A single leader (for most trees)

 Good scaffold branches (symmetry)

– Evenly spaced, radially circling trunk, 
not too close together

 Small diameter branches compared to 
trunk or stem they are growing from



So Much for the General Stuff

Let’s go over 

WHAT TO PRUNE



Prune to Remove Defects

 Dead, damaged, diseased branches

 Cracked, crossing, rubbing branches 

 Branches growing steeply up or inward (will rub)

 Branches growing downward (will get broken)

 Clustered branches (often a failure point)



What You Will Prune (cont’d)

 Some crotches with included bark (typical 
failure point)

 Branches creating clearance issues

 Codominance anywhere on tree

 Watersprouts, suckers (adventitious growth)

 Stubs

 Circling or girdling roots



modernfarmer.com



Broken 
Branches 



Clustered 
Branches-

Too Many 
Branches in   
One Area



Crossing branches

Branches too 
close together

Right angle turn –
weak structure



May Need to Remove “Face Slappers”

pruning.com



Local Regulations

15 feet on street side;  10 feet on sidewalk side

cityprune.com



Right Tree/Right Place

V-shape branch structure 
of trees in the elm family, 
such as Princeton or 
Jefferson elms (disease-
resistant hybrids), are 
ideal for a street tree

Keeps branches from 
obstructing streets and 
sidewalks without 
needing to prune



Poor Choice for Streetside

fhwa.dot.gov



Suckers

Water-
Sprouts

hauzz.com

gardensnips.com

Adventitious 
Growth



Included Bark

 Where two or more stems grow closely 
together, the bark growing between them may 
obstruct formation of a strong connection 

 Can result in a weak, unsupported junction 
that is prone to failure as the branches grow 
larger and heavier



Poorly connected 
branch removed

Right stem needs to 
be removed at arrow



Stubs – Poor Pruning

Cut all stubs, even if 
they are old – they are 
an entry point for decay

Don’t cut into branch 
bark collar – there is 
live wood there 
necessary to seal the 
pruning wound



Circling and Girdling Roots

Circling Roots: 

Eventually Grow to 
Become Girdling Roots

Girdling Roots:

Grow Into Trunk, Restricting 
Movement of Water and Nutrients



Where to Cut to Remove
Circling and Girdling Roots



Codominant 
Leaders

Single leader 
to here

Select a Leader and 
Address Codominance



Select and Maintain a Leader
 For tree species other than those that are naturally 

multi-trunked, prune for a single leader (trunk)

 Where there is more than one leader, it is said to have 
codominant leaders

 Codominance occurs where branches growing from 
the same point on the trunk are over half the 
diameter of each other

 Creates a weak point in tree – likely to fail as tree 
matures

 Solution: choose a leader and remove or suppress  
codominant branches



Codominant Lead Failure:
Low on Tree

pennlive.com



Cabling and Bracing to Avoid 
Codominance Failure

Bracing rod if stems 
are close together 

Cabling if stems 
are far apart



Codominant Lead Failure: 
High on Tree

Point of 
failure

Typical wound is often 
too large to seal leading 

to loss of the tree



The pruners’ mantra: As you 
approach the tree ask yourself. . .

Where’s the leader?

Where’s the competition?

How will I deal with the competition?



Suppression Instead of Removal:
Dealing With Codominance

You can remove it, but you may be able to suppress it:

Reduction - take part of it off

Thinning - remove or reduce some of the branches on 
the codominant leader(s)

Do both - reduce and thin

Need to remove 50-80% of competing branch(es)



Three 
Codominant 

Leads



Select the 
“best” 
one as 
leader



Competing 
branches (a and b) 

are too big to 
remove

Using “a” as an 
example, there are 
three places where 

it could be 
suppressed by 

reduction cuts or 
thinning



If only the top 
part is 

removed, not 
enough will 
have been 

taken off to 
subordinate it



Even making 
the center of 

the three cuts, 
there is still 
not enough 

removed



Have to make 
the cut here to 

adequately 
suppress it



Save a lot of effort 
- prune to address 

codominance 
when it’s still 

young



Codominance Can Occur
Anywhere on Tree

Be aware of  
codominance in 
branches other 
than leads and 
what you could 

do about it

thetreedictionary



So Much for What to Cut

Let’s look at how a tree responds 
to a pruning cut and what that tells 

us about where to make the cut



How Trees Respond to Wounds



Alex Shigo
Chief Scientist, US Forest Service; 1959-1985

15,000 tree dissections

US Forest Service



Alex Shigo
Father of Modern Arboriculture

“Pruning is one of the best things 

an arborist can do 
but one of the worst things we 

can do .”



Pruning Wounds the Tree

 Recognize how trees respond to injury

 All wounds lead to some decay

 Make pruning cuts that minimize impact and 
speed closure of the wound to limit decay

 Make the cut in the right place

 Understand CODIT 



CODIT
Compartmentalization  Of  Decay  In  Trees

 Trees don’t heal, they SEAL

 Trees seal their interior and exterior when a 
branch dies or is injured by a break, pruning 
cut or trauma

 Sealing the exposed area protects against 
intrusion of pathogens, fungi, moisture, 
insects, etc., that cause decay



CODIT Process

 Trees chemically and physically “wall off” 
wounded or damaged areas (seal them off or 
compartmentalize them)

 Goal – keep decay limited to the branch core 
without entering trunk or parent branch tissue

 Sealing process takes place in two areas:

– Reaction zone (chemical walls inside the tree)

– Barrier zone (physical wall on surface of the tree 
at the branch bark collar)



Tree Builds Four “Walls” in CODIT

 First three walls are chemical barriers:

– Wall 1: Vertical - vascular tissue “plugged”

– Wall 2: Inward - first intact annual ring barrier 
“plugged”

– Wall 3: Lateral - pith ray barriers “plugged”

 Wall 4 is a physical barrier of wound wood 
that grows around the wound to seal it off



Wall 3 -
Rays

Wall 1 –
Vascular 
Tubes

Wall 2 –
Ring Barrier

international society of arboristry



Wall 4: Wound Wood
The Most Effective Wall 

Wound wood 
sealing a pruning cut 

probably made in 
the previous year 



Wall 4 Takes Time to Develop

farmforestline.com



Eventually, a wound wood seal is covered 
by new wood and bark and ultimately will 

disappear



Wound Dressing Is Ineffective

Quote from 
Ed Gilman:

“Purchase 
stimulates only 
the economy”

Bonideproducts.com



CODIT Tells Us Where
to Make a Removal Cut

 Make it where the tree will have the best chance to 
create the 4th wall (physical barrier to decay)

 Cut just outside the branch bark collar
– This is typically an enlarged or swollen area at the 

junction of a branch and trunk or branch and 
parent stem

– You may hear me refer to it as the branch bark 
collar, bark collar or just collar 

– It is not always obvious

– If it is not visible, there is another way to identify 
where to make the cut which we will show you



Branch Bark Collar

Environmental Horticulture U Florida

Also referred to 
as the Branch 

Protection Zone, 
this is the site 
where wound 

wood is produced.

Don’t cut into it –
it needs to be left 

intact when 
pruning



Why is it Swollen? 

 The branch adds a new layer of wood yearly extending below it 
on trunk or parent branch

 The trunk or parent branch adds a new layer of wood yearly 
extending over the new branch wood

 This double layer of wood creates a swollen appearance and 
provides a great deal of strength at the junction



Functions of Branch Bark Collar or
Branch Protection Zone

 Creates a strong connection 

 Source of wound wood to create 4th wall

DON’T CUT INTO IT even when removing a dead 
branch or stub – there is live wood in there!



Branch Bark Collar:
Don’t Cut Into It – Cut Just Outside It



Cut Just Outside the 
Branch Bark Collar



Flush Cuts Remove Branch Bark Collar

Flush 
Cut

Proper 
Cut

Joseph O'Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org

https://www.forestryimages.org/browse/detail.cfm?imgnum=5037089#collapseseven


Flush Cut Damage

Flush cuts are an 
outmoded pruning 

technique that harms 
the tree

With the branch bark 
collar removed, the 

fourth wall can’t form 
and seal the wound, 
leaving a long-term 

entry point for decay-
producing organisms



But Don’t Cut Too Far Out

The Brattleboro Reformer

Stubs are pruning 
cuts made too far 
outward from the 
branch bark collar 
for the fourth wall 
of wound wood to 

reach and effectively 
seal the wound

In this photo, you 
can see that the 
CODIT process 

started, but could 
not reach to the 
end of the stub



BAD
leaves a stub 
that the 4th

wall can’t seal

WORSE
makes it unable to 

produce wound 
wood to seal cut

CORRECT
just outside the 

branch collar

Proper and Improper
Removal Cuts

International Society of Arboristry



Branch Bark Ridge 

 Feature used to decide where to cut when:

– No visible branch bark collar 
– Making a reduction cut

 The branch bark ridge is a surface feature, not 
an indicator of included bark

 Overlapping bark from the branch and its source 
force a ridge of bark upward on the surface 

 Sometimes there won’t be a visible bark ridge



Branch Bark Ridge

Joseph O’Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org



Making Removal Cuts When There is 
No Visible Branch Bark Collar

International Society of Arboristry

A situation where 
you will use the 

branch bark ridge 
to decide where 
to make your cut 
is when there is 

no visible branch 
bark collar

Make the cut so 
that angle B is the 
same as angle A



Branch Bark Ridge

Joseph O’Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org



Reduction Cut

Another situation where 
there is no branch bark 
collar to guide you and 

you use the  branch bark 
ridge to place your 

pruning cut

International Society of Arboristry, bugwood.org



Completed Reduction Cut

Edward F. Gilman



Cuts You Shouldn’t Make



Topping

Randy Cyr, Greentree, Bugwood.org

Topping is the 
indiscriminate cutting 

of tree branches to 
stubs or lateral 

branches that are not 
large enough to 

assume the terminal 
role (International 

Society of Arboristry)

https://www.forestryimages.org/browse/detail.cfm?imgnum=1238339#collapseseven


Why Avoid Topping?

 The most harmful tree pruning practice

– Decay – too much cutting for CODIT to cope with

– Stress/starvation – leaf-bearing branches 
removed

– Increased maintenance, lower property value, 
liability exposure if tree dies and falls

– Costly pruning maintenance into future if it 
survives

– Ugly



Crepe Murder 
Most Common Form of Topping



Topping Crepe Myrtles

 Origin - misconception that it improves 
flowering - it doesn’t 

 Now done because people see others doing it
–Or the crepe myrtle they planted grew to be 

larger than what they want

 Crepe murder ruins natural form; grow back is 
poorly attached; flowers briefly, all at once 

 Causes adventitious growth, needs long-term 
maintenance



Poorly Attached
Crepe Myrtle Growback

southernliving.com

Avoid this!

Pick a variety that 
doesn’t require 
pruning to “make 
it fit”

Varieties come in 
all sizes – pick the 
one that fits your 
space



Bradford Pear Topped to Avoid This

Rebekah D. Wallace, University of Georgia, Bugwood.org

https://www.invasive.org/browse/detail.cfm?imgnum=5561861#collapseseven


Topping Callery (Bradford) Pear

Topping mature Bradford pear is becoming more common to lower the 
weight of the branches on their inherently weak crotches, reducing the 
likelihood of failure - another ugly, costly and repetitive process



Summary of Practices to Avoid

 Flush cuts (cutting too far in – removes collar)

 Leaving stubs (cutting too far out – wound wood 
can’t seal the pruning cut)

 Really large cuts – leave for the pros

 Cutting back to an arbitrary point when doing a 
reduction cut

– Cut back to a side branch at least 1/3 as thick as the 
parent stem

– If none big enough, have to remove entire branch



Practices to Avoid (cont’d)

 Taking too much off the tree at one time (target –
limit removal to 25%, unless there is a safety issue) 

 Take off only what you need to; if it needs a lot of 
work, do a little each year

 Pruning live branches from a stressed tree

 Topping – stem decay increases; recovery poor, 
watersprouts replace strong branches 

Tip: Do a reduction cut instead of a removal 
cut if you can



So Much for Bad 
Pruning Practices

Let’s Look at How to 

Cut Big Branches



When you saw a big 
branch from the top 
down, it will break 
before the cut gets 
all the way through, 
splitting wood and 
tearing bark back 

into the trunk

Joseph O'Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org

Avoid this kind of 
damage by using the 

right pruning cut



Result of Trying to Remove a Large 
Branch With Only One Cut



How to Cut Larger Branches
(If branch is too big for a hand pruner)

coronatools



Cutting Larger Branches
 Use a saw

 Use three-cut method (drop cut)
– Takes the weight off the branch before cutting
– Avoids wood splitting and bark stripping
– May need more than three cuts – make as many as 

needed to avoid splitting/stripping

 If smaller, but too big for hand pruner, use two-cut 
method 
– Use any time bark could strip - make an undercut first, 

then finish by cutting from the top down to meet the 
undercut

– Support branch with your free hand to avoid 
breaking/stripping



Three Cut 
Method

TREES ASSOCIATES and SHIGO

1. Make partial 
undercut upward a 
few inches outside 
the branch collar

2. Overcut a couple 
inches outside 
undercut

3. Final cut at outside 
edge of branch bark 
collar – normal cut 
location



Three Cut Method

Note how branch broke 
after second cut, but 

the break couldn’t 
continue beyond the 
undercut, avoiding 

branch splitting and 
bark stripping.

This branch is a bit 
small for a 3-cut. 

A 2-cut would have 
been fine, but better 

safe than sorry. clemson.edu

1

23



Take Some Weight Off



Two Cut Method

 If the branch is just a bit too big to cut with 
pruners, use two cuts instead of three 

 Typically used if branch is up to 2-3 inches in 
diameter

 Both cuts are at the normal location - just outside 
the branch collar

 First cut – undercut; second cut – overcut on same 
plane, continuing downward to meet the undercut

 SUPPORT BRANCH WEIGHT or reduce branch first



Two Cut Method

International Society of Arboristry

First cut:
Make an undercut 

upward just outside the 
branch bark collar about 

1/3 into the branch

Second cut: 
Make downward 
cut just outside 

branch bark 
collar to join 
the undercut

Support weight 
of branch while 

cutting



Don’t undercut farther than about 1/3 
of stem width or blade will be trapped

Support weight of branch while 
cutting to avoid it breaking

First cut - undercut Second cut



Overcut almost complete Completed 2-cut



What cut 
was used?

Was it the 
right cut?

If not, what 
cut should have 

been used?

Note: These are 6-8 inch branches

QUIZ



Branches Too Large 
for Two-Cut Method

 Made undercuts first

 When overcuts made, 
branches broke before        
cuts met

 Should have used             
three-cut method

 Lucky branches didn’t         
split further

(Note: none of these cuts were made where 
they should have been - at branch bark collar)



So much for cutting…

Let’s talk tools and safety



What Tools Do You Need?

 Sharp tools, well-maintained and decent quality

 Right size for the cut: use your saw most of the time

 Extend reach with pole saws and pole cutters

 Saws are more accurate than loppers

 Easy to damage branch bark collar or bark as 
distance between your eye and the cutting point 
increases



Uses for Loppers

• Increase your reach (short pole saw is an 
alternative)

• Reduce weight of branches to be removed or 
reduced

• Cut up branches you take off on the ground 
after they are on the ground



Most pruning requires just two tools - hand pruner 
and a saw – fixed blade or folder

A.M. Leonard 
folding saw

Felco 2 hand 
pruner

Silky 
Gomtaro 
fixed blade 
saw

Small teeth at end of 
blade allow you to cut 
small branches and 
help when starting 
large branch cuts 



Get a Sheath

Joe Gardener



Loppers

pruningcuts.com

Bob Villa



Pole Saws Extend Your Reach

Fanno Saw WorksCorona.com



Pole Saw + Cutter (Lopper)

Fred Marvin Associates

Pole cutters or combination tools such as this one, which has both a 
saw blade and a pruner head, are designed to deal with defects that 
are out of reach of your hand tools.



Use Bypass Pruners, Not Anvil Pruners

accessiblegardens.org

Bypass pruners crush the hook side of the cut – not a problem, since the part of 
the branch on the hook (non-blade) side will be discarded 

Anvil pruners crush both sides of the cut, damaging the branch bark collar during 
removal cuts



Use Bypass Pruners Correctly

Friends of the Urban Forest

Blade against the 
branch bark collar

Hook on the outside 
of the collar

Crushing occurs 
outside collar



Maintaining Tools:
Keep Them Clean 

and Sharp

diamond machine technology

the impatient gardener



Keep Blades Sharp   

 Pruner/lopper blades:

– Blade quality: spend more for better steel

– How can you tell it’s dull?
• Harder to make cut and bark tears

– Sharpen bypass pruners on only one side

– Sharpen at the edge angle it had when you bought it
• Usually 20°



Keeping Saws Sharp

Saw blades:

 Can’t easily sharpen many modern blades because of 
their teeth configuration (usually two or three rows)

 Hard to find anyone to sharpen them and it is 
expensive

 More practical to buy saws that have replaceable 
blades 

 When it cuts poorly, it’s time for replacement

 Keep the old blade for root pruning



Sanitizing Tools

 Use Lysol rather than chlorine or alcohol – they 
can corrode or rust your blades and other metal 
parts

 Spray on Lysol and leave it for about 30 seconds 
then dry





Save Yourself Some Effort!

Reciprocating saw’s narrow 
blade gets into tight spaces 

Chainsaw for 
cutting large 
branches

Battery powered 
loppers and mini 
chainsaws

6-inch bar



Diamond hones for sharpening pruners/loppers:
www.dmtsharp.com; double sided diafold; coarse/fine

Washable gauntlet gloves: 
www.westcountygardener.com

Hand pruners and saws:

Felco 2 (industry standard)

AM Leonard “Traditional bypass pruner”
(Felco 2 knockoff)

Corona Steel Handle Bypass Pruner
(Internal spring)

Silky Saws: 

Silky Gomtaro Pro-Sentai
(240mm or 300mm) (straight-
bladed handsaw)

www.amleo.com/



Safety/Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE)

 Wear gloves, eye protection & hat 

 Stand to the side of branch being cut

– Even small branches can injure you

 Think twice about climbing/ladders

 Be particularly careful pruning big limbs

 If working away from home, bring a first aid kit



What’s Wrong 
With This 
Picture?

amazon.com

No gloves

No eye 
protection

No hat/helmet

Cutting from 
under branch 
(ouch!)

Side branches 
not removed 
first

Holding lopper 
backwards -
hook will crush 
branch bark 
collar



Cuttings

 What are you going to do with them?

 Decide where they will go before you start

 Use a tarp or tie bundles to haul cuttings

 Branch piles make great wildlife habitat

https://dof.virginia.gov/wp-
content/uploads/Brush-Piles-for-
Wildlife_pub.pdf



Remember: 
As you approach the tree . . .

 Where’s the leader?

 Where’s the competition?

 How will you deal with the competition?

 Walk around the tree - view it from all 
angles



Ask Yourself . . . 

If you think a branch needs pruning:

 Why does it need to be pruned?

 Can you save part of the branch by doing a reduction cut?

 What tool would you use? (why?)

 What cutting technique would be best? (why?)

– (One cut, 2-cut method, 3-cut method?)

– Should you take some weight off the end of the branch first?

 Where would you make the cut(s)? (why?)



Have Fun!
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